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TRUNG GIA HIGH SCHOOL                      ENGLISH TEST (No 3) - GRADE 10            
  School year: 2017- 2018                                 Time allowance: 45 minutes          
 
Name:.......................................Student's code.......... 
                           
  Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others 
 1.  A. mystery B. understand C. overcome D. submarine 
 2.  A. erode B. damage C. pollute D. defence  

 Choose the one option that best completes the passage from 3 to 7 

 The world is divided (3)_______ two main parts: one part is poor and the (4)_______ is rich. The poor 
countries (5)_______ 'the developing countries'. The big problem that they have to meet is lack of food and 
medical care. A lot of people do not have (6)_______ food to eat and medicine to cure illnesses. In some parts, 
children are even starving. The land of those countries is (7)_______ cultivate anything on. They do not know 
how to apply new farming methods as well as inventions and discoveries of science and technology. Moreover, 
they do not have enough money to do it. They certainly need help  from rich countries. 
 3.  A. to B.  into C. in D. from 
 4.  A. another B. one C. others D. other 
 5.  A. call B. have called C. called D. are called 
 6.  A. many B. too C. enough D. very 
 7.  A. enough poor to  B. too poor to C. so poor as to D. poor enough to 
 
 Choose the correct answer to each question from 8 to 12 
 Last week I made the mistake of visiting the village where I grew up. It was a small, friendly community with 
two farms and a number of old cottages round the village. I realized very quickly that although in many ways it 
appears unchanged, in reality hardly anything is the same. All the pretty cottages are there, of course, and both 
the picturesque farmhouses. But none of the inhabitants are country people. All of them are commuters, who 
leave early every morning for the nearby town. Neither of the farmhouses is attached to a farm these days; the 
land has been sold and is managed by somebody in an office somewhere who has little interest in the village 
itself. There are a few new houses, but they have no local character; you can see the same style anywhere in 
the country. The whole of the village, in fact, has been tidied up so much that it has become nothing more than 
just another suburb. 
 8. Which of the following is not mentioned in the passage? 
 A. The writer revisited his village last week. 
 B. The village has undergone significant changes. 
 C. The writer has visited the village several times before. 
 D. The village nowadays has become another suburb. 
 9. According to the writer,............ 
 A. the village has become nothing but a suburb. B. the village now has no local character. 
 C. all the new houses are the same style. D. the village is more tidy than it used to. 
 10. Neither of the farmhouses............. . 
 A. is attached to the farmers. B. has been sold. 
 C. is managed by the commuters. D. has a connection with a farm. 
 11. The writer......... . 
 A.  came back from the village.  B. used to live in a cottage. 
 C. grew up in a small rural community. D. likes living in a farmhouse. 
 12. When he revisited his village, he quickly realized that......... 
 A. everything has almost changed. 
 B. the village changed a lot in appearance. 
 C. the residents of the village are all commuters. 
 D. all the pretty cottages as well as the farmhouses have been rebuilt. 
 
 Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others 
 13.  A. paper B. possible C. potato     D. psychology  
 14.  A. wear B. where C. share     D. fear 
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Choose the word or phrase that best completes each unfinished sentence, substitutes the underlined 
part or has a close meaning to the original one. 
  
15.  Sea water is salty. If the oceans.........of fresh water, there .......... plenty of water to irrigate all of the deserts 

in the world. 
 A. would consist/ could be B. consisted/ were                          
 C. consisted/ would be        D. consist/ will be 
 16.  In some areas, water ……….. from the ground faster than nature can replenish the supply. 
 A. has been taking  B. is being taken C. is taking D. has taken 
 17. " What a beautiful dress you are wearing!" - " Thank you. It............especially for me by a French tailor." 
 A. has made     B. made        C. is made      D. was made 
 18. She ............her holiday in Finland. 
 A. told me about B. said me about C. told about D. said about 
 19. "This schoolchild speaks English very fluently," the foreigner remarked. 
 A. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild has spoken English very fluently.  
 B. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild spoke English very fluently.  
 C. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild had spoken English very fluently.  
 D. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild speaks English very fluently.  
 20. I don't know enough about the machine, so I can't mend it myself. 
 A. If I knew enough about the machine, I can mend it myself. 
 B. If I knew enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 C. If I didn't know enough about the machine, I wouldn't mend it myself. 
 D. If I know enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 21. If we........... a more reliable car, we............... to Spain rather than fly. 
 A. have/ would drive B. have/ will drive C. had/ will drive D. had/ would drive 
 22. 'Has the committee made its decision yet?' -  'Not yet. They ………. the proposal.' 
 A. are still considering       B. have been considered 
 C. are still being  considered     D. are still considered  
 23. This technology is useless if you ................. to operate it. 
 A. won't train B. aren't trained C. don't train D. haven't trained  
 24. Their attempt to climb the Eiger ended in............. . 
 A. failure B. fail C. failing D. unfailing 
 25. They tried to find a way of bettering their lives. 
 A. moving B. improving C. achieving D. changing  
 26. They've just finished their work. 
 A. Their work has just been finished. B. Their work have been just finished. 
 C. Their work have just been finished. D. Their work has just  finished. 
 27. He would never do anything to _______ the lives of his children.  
 A. dangerous B. endanger C. danger D. endangered 
 28. Mr. Thanh said, "I want to buy a new shirt for my daughter." 
 A. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 B. Mr. Thanh said that he wants to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 C. Mr. Thanh told that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 D. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for my daughter. 
 29. Human infants have a gestation period of nine months. 
 A. the time of eating food    
 B. the time when a stomach digests food                         
 C. the time during which a human baby develops inside its mother   
 D. the time of growing up 
 30. We'll be late unless we .................now. 
 A. left B. don't leave C. leave D. have left 
 31. Sperm whales and sharks are carnivores. 
 A. fish that aren't born from eggs B. animals that eat meat 
 C. animals that only eat plants D. animals that live in the sea  
 32. If you...............  from London to Glasgow, which way would you go? 
 A. drove B. can drive C. drive D. are driving 
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 33. Last night a tornado swept through Rockville. It ………. everything in its path. 
 A. destroyed B. had been destroyed C. was being destroyed  D. was destroy 
 34.  'I'm taking my driving test tomorrow.'   -> When I saw Rachel, she said................ 
 A. she was taking the driving test tomorrow. B. I was taking my driving test tomorrow. 
 C. she was taking her driving test the next day. D. she is taking her driving test the following day. 
 35. That sounds like a good offer. I.................it if I................you. 
 A. would accept/ were  B. had accepted/ were  
 C. accepted/ were  D. will accept/ am                     
 36. Get me a glass of lemonade if you............to the kitchen 
 A. have gone B. go C. will go D. went 
  
37. 'Here's my phone' number.'  -  'Thanks, I ................you a call if I .............. some help.' 
 A. will give/ need B. would give/ needed  C. give/ need D. will give/ will need 
38. Some marine animals are dangerous to humans. 
 A. living in the house  B. living in the mountain    
 C. living in the ocean  D. living in the forest   
 39. If I ................ wings,................ take an airplane to fly home. 
 A. have/ won't have to       B. had/ didn't have to 
 C. had/ wouldn't have to         D. have/ will have to 
 40. The floor was covered in tiny pieces of paper. 
 A. extremely small B. very large C. many D. unimportant 
 41.  About 120 people ............. with the virus of bird flu since it..................in Asia in 2003. 
 A. have been infected/ was spread B. were infected/ has spread 
 C. have been infected/ spread D. have infected/ spread 
 42. I worry about the............ effect that violent films may have on children. 
 A. destruction B. destructive  C. destroyer D. destroy 
 43. My mother and I are really looking forward .................. you again. 
 A. seeing B. to seeing C. if we can see D. to see  
 44. If it ................... very hard, the streets will be flooded. 
 A. rains B. is raining C. will rain D. would rain 
 45. If I were you, I.......... , I............. now. 
 A. will not wait/ will go  B. will not wait/ would go  
 C. would not wait/ will go  D. would not wait/ would go 
 46. I............... to give you a lift if I had my car here. 
 A. shall offer B. would offer C. won't offer D. will offer 
 
 Identify the one underlined word or phrase that must be changed for the sentence to be correct 
 47. Unless we work harder, we will finish our homework on time. 
              A               B          C                 D 
 48. Were your lesson being learnt at 7 p.m the previous Sunday? 
          A                             B                  C                      D 
 49. If I have to fly, I would get very nervous, so I usually drive. 
 A                B           C                                                   D 
 50.  An announcement about the eight o'clock flight to Chicago has already made.  
   A                                 B                     C                                              D
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 Choose the correct answer to each question from 1 to 5 

 Last week I made the mistake of visiting the village where I grew up. It was a small, friendly community with 
two farms and a number of old cottages round the village. I realized very quickly that although in many ways it 
appears unchanged, in reality hardly anything is the same. All the pretty cottages are there, of course, and both 
the picturesque farmhouses. But none of the inhabitants are country people. All of them are commuters, who 
leave early every morning for the nearby town. Neither of the farmhouses is attached to a farm these days; the 
land has been sold and is managed by somebody in an office somewhere who has little interest in the village 
itself. There are a few new houses, but they have no local character; you can see the same style anywhere in 
the country. The whole of the village, in fact, has been tidied up so much that it has become nothing more than 
just another suburb. 
 1. Which of the following is not mentioned in the passage? 
 A. The village nowadays has become another suburb. 
 B. The village has undergone significant changes. 
 C. The writer has visited the village several times before. 
 D. The writer revisited his village last week. 
 2. When he revisited his village, he quickly realized that......... 
 A. all the pretty cottages as well as the farmhouses have been rebuilt. 
 B. the village changed a lot in appearance. 
 C. everything has almost changed. 
 D. the residents of the village are all commuters. 
 3. Neither of the farmhouses............. . 
 A. has a connection with a farm. B. is attached to the farmers. 
 C. has been sold.  D. is managed by the commuters. 
 4. The writer......... . 
 A. grew up in a small rural community. B. likes living in a farmhouse. 
 C. used to live in a cottage. D.  came back from the village.  
 5. According to the writer,............ 
 A. the village is more tidy than it used to. B. the village has become nothing but a suburb. 
 C. all the new houses are the same style. D. the village now has no local character. 
 
 Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others 
 6.  A. where B. fear C. share  D. wear 
 7.  A. psychology  B. potato C. paper  D. possible 

 
 Choose the word or phrase that best completes each unfinished sentence, substitutes the underlined 
part or has a close meaning to the original one. 
 8. I............... to give you a lift if I had my car here. 
 A. won't offer B. shall offer C. would offer D. will offer 
 9. Sperm whales and sharks are carnivores. 
 A. animals that only eat plants B. fish that aren't born from eggs  
 C. animals that eat meat  D. animals that live in the sea  
 10. " What a beautiful dress you are wearing!" - " Thank you. It............especially for me by a French tailor." 
 A. was made B. is made      C. made        D. has made     
 11. He would never do anything to _______ the lives of his children.  
 A. endangered B. danger C. endanger D. dangerous 
 12. If you...............  from London to Glasgow, which way would you go? 
 A. can drive B. are driving C. drive D. drove 
 13. Their attempt to climb the Eiger ended in............. . 
 A. fail B. failing C. unfailing D. failure 
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14. If I were you, I.......... , I............. now. 
 A. will not wait/ would go  B. will not wait/ will go  
 C. would not wait/ would go D. would not wait/ will go 
 15. This technology is useless if you ................. to operate it. 
 A. aren't trained B. don't train C. won't train D. haven't trained  
 16. They tried to find a way of bettering their lives. 
 A. improving B. changing C. achieving D. moving  
 17.  Sea water is salty. If the oceans.........of fresh water, there .......... plenty of water to irrigate all of the deserts 
in the world. 
 A. consist/ will be  B. consisted/ would be        
 C. consisted/ were                          D. would consist/ could be  
 18. The floor was covered in tiny pieces of paper. 
 A. extremely small B. very large C. unimportant D. many  
 19. Get me a glass of lemonade if you............to the kitchen. 
 A. go B. went C. have gone D. will go  
 20. My mother and I are really looking forward .................. you again. 
 A. to see B. to seeing C. seeing D. if we can see 
 21. Some marine animals are dangerous to humans. 
 A. living in the house  B. living in the ocean 
 C. living in the forest  D. living in the mountain    
 22. They've just finished their work. 
 A. Their work have just been finished. B. Their work has just been finished. 
 C. Their work has just  finished. D. Their work have been just finished. 
 23. We'll be late unless we .................now. 
 A. don't leave B. left C. have left D. leave  
 24. If we........... a more reliable car, we............... to Spain rather than fly. 
 A. have/ would drive B. had/ will drive C. have/ will drive D. had/ would drive 
 25. 'Here's my phone' number.'  -  'Thanks, I ................you a call if I .............. some help.' 
 A. will give/ need B. give/ need C. would give/ needed  D. will give/ will need 
 26. Human infants have a gestation period of nine months. 
 A. the time of growing up 
 B. the time when a stomach digests food                         
 C. the time during which a human baby develops inside its mother   
 D. the time of eating food    
 27. She ............her holiday in Finland. 
 A. said me about B. told me about C. told about D. said about 
 28. I don't know enough about the machine, so I can't mend it myself. 
 A. If I knew enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 B. If I didn't know enough about the machine, I wouldn't mend it myself. 
 C. If I knew enough about the machine, I can mend it myself. 
 D. If I know enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 29. If it ................... very hard, the streets will be flooded. 
 A. is raining B. rains C. would rain D. will rain  
 30. 'Has the committee made its decision yet?' -  'Not yet. They ………. the proposal.' 
 A. are still considering       B. are still considered  
 C. have been considered  D. are still being  considered     
 31. Last night a tornado swept through Rockville. It ………. everything in its path. 
 A. had been destroyed B. was being destroyed C. destroyed D. was destroy 
 32. I worry about the............ effect that violent films may have on children. 
 A. destructive  B. destroyer C. destroy D. destruction 
 33.  In some areas, water ……….. from the ground faster than nature can replenish the supply. 
 A. has taken B. has been taking  C. is being taken D. is taking  
 34.  'I'm taking my driving test tomorrow.'   -> When I saw Rachel, she said................ 
 A. she is taking her driving test the following day. B. she was taking the driving test tomorrow. 
 C. she was taking her driving test the next day. D. I was taking my driving test tomorrow. 
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 35.  About 120 people ............. with the virus of bird flu since it..................in Asia in 2003. 
 A. have been infected/ was spread B. were infected/ has spread 
 C. have been infected/ spread D. have infected/ spread 
 36. Mr. Thanh said, "I want to buy a new shirt for my daughter." 
 A. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 B. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for my daughter. 
 C. Mr. Thanh said that he wants to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 D. Mr. Thanh told that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 37. That sounds like a good offer. I.................it if I................you. 
 A. will accept/ am                     B. would accept/ were 
 C. had accepted/ were  D. accepted/ were 
 38. If I ................ wings,................ take an airplane to fly home. 
 A. have/ will have to  B. had/ didn't have to 
 C. had/ wouldn't have to        D. have/ won't have to       
 39. "This schoolchild speaks English very fluently," the foreigner remarked. 
 A. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild speaks English very fluently.  
 B. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild spoke English very fluently.  
 C. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild had spoken English very fluently.  
 D. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild has spoken English very fluently.  

 
 Identify the one underlined word or phrase that must be changed for the sentence to be correct 
 40. Unless we work harder, we will finish our homework on time. 
              A               B      C                       D 
 41. Were your lesson being learnt at 7 p.m the previous Sunday? 

           A                            B                  C                      D 
 42.  An announcement about the eight o'clock flight to Chicago has already made.  

   A                               B                     C                                                 D 
 43. If I have to fly, I would get very nervous, so I usually drive. 
 A                 B           C                                                   D 

  Choose the one option that best completes the passage from 44 to 48 

  The world is divided (44)_______ two main parts: one part is poor and the (45)_______ is rich. The poor 
countries (46)_______ 'the developing countries'. The big problem that they have to meet is lack of food and 
medical care. A lot of people do not have (47)_______ food to eat and medicine to cure illnesses. In some parts, 
children are even starving. The land of those countries is (48)_______ cultivate anything on. They do not know 
how to apply new farming methods as well as inventions and discoveries of science and technology. Moreover, 
they do not have enough money to do it. They certainly need help  from rich countries. 
 44.  A. from B. in C.  into D. to 
 45.  A. others B. one C. another D. other 
 46.  A. have called B. are called C. call D. called 
 47.  A. many B. very C. too D. enough 
 48.  A. poor enough to B. enough poor to  C. so poor as to D. too poor to 
 Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others 
 49.  A. defence  B. erode C. pollute D. damage  
 50.  A. mystery B. overcome C. understand D. submarine
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 Choose the one option that best completes the passage from 1 to 5 

  The world is divided (1)_______ two main parts: one part is poor and the (2)_______ is rich. The poor 
countries (3)_______ 'the developing countries'. The big problem that they have to meet is lack of food and 
medical care. A lot of people do not have (4)_______ food to eat and medicine to cure illnesses. In some parts, 
children are even starving. The land of those countries is (5)_______ cultivate anything on. They do not know 
how to apply new farming methods as well as inventions and discoveries of science and technology. Moreover, 
they do not have enough money to do it. They certainly need help  from rich countries. 
 1.  A. in B. from C.  into D. to 
 2.  A. one B. other C. others D. another 
 3.  A. called B. are called C. have called D. call 
 4.  A. too B. many C. very D. enough 
 5.  A. poor enough to B. enough poor to  C. too poor to D. so poor as to 
 
 Identify the one underlined word or phrase that must be changed for the sentence to be correct 
 6. Unless we work harder, we will finish our homework on time. 

            A               B       C                  D 
 7.  An announcement about the eight o'clock flight to Chicago has already made.  
 A                                 B                     C                                                   D 
 8. If I have to fly, I would get very nervous, so I usually drive. 
     A                 B           C                                                   D 
 9. Were your lesson being learnt at 7 p.m the previous Sunday? 
      A                             B                  C                      D 
 
 Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others 
 10.  A. overcome B. submarine C. understand D. mystery  
 11.  A. damage B. pollute C. erode D. defence  
 
 Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others 
 12.  A. psychology  B. possible C. potato D. paper            
 13.  A. wear B. share C. fear D. where 

 
 
 Choose the word or phrase that best completes each unfinished sentence, substitutes the underlined 
part or has a close meaning to the original one. 
 14. 'Here's my phone' number.'  -  'Thanks, I ................you a call if I .............. some help.' 
 A. will give/ will need B. will give/ need C. give/ need D. would give/ needed  
 15. If you...............  from London to Glasgow, which way would you go? 
 A. can drive B. are driving C. drove D. drive 
 16. Mr. Thanh said, "I want to buy a new shirt for my daughter." 
 A. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for my daughter. 
 B. Mr. Thanh told that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 C. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 D. Mr. Thanh said that he wants to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 17. Last night a tornado swept through Rockville. It ………. everything in its path. 
 A. was being destroyed  B. had been destroyed C. was destroy D. destroyed 
 18. 'Has the committee made its decision yet?' -  'Not yet. They ………. the proposal.' 
 A. are still considering       B. are still being  considered     
 C. have been considered  D. are still considered  
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19. Human infants have a gestation period of nine months. 
 A. the time during which a human baby develops inside its mother   
 B. the time when a stomach digests food                         
 C. the time of growing up 
 D. the time of eating food    
 20. They've just finished their work. 
 A. Their work has just  finished. B. Their work has just been finished. 
 C. Their work have just been finished. D. Their work have been just finished. 
 
 21. We'll be late unless we .................now. 
 A. left B. don't leave C. have left D. leave 
 22. She ............her holiday in Finland. 
 A. said about B. said me about C. told about D. told me about 
 23. If I were you, I.......... , I............. now. 
 A. would not wait/ will go  B. would not wait/ would go  
 C. will not wait/ will go  D. will not wait/ would go 
 24. I............... to give you a lift if I had my car here. 
 A. would offer B. shall offer C. will offer D. won't offer 
 25. They tried to find a way of bettering their lives. 
 A. moving B. improving C. changing D. achieving 
 26. The floor was covered in tiny pieces of paper. 
 A. unimportant B. extremely small C. very large D. many  
 27.  In some areas, water ……….. from the ground faster than nature can replenish the supply. 
 A. is being taken B. is taking C. has been taking  D. has taken 
 28. This technology is useless if you ................. to operate it. 
 A. haven't trained  B. won't train C. don't train D. aren't trained 
 29. Get me a glass of lemonade if you............to the kitchen. 
 A. have gone B. went C. will go D. go 
 30. Some marine animals are dangerous to humans. 
 A. living in the house  B. living in the ocean 
 C. living in the mountain     D. living in the forest   
 31.  Sea water is salty. If the oceans.........of fresh water, there .......... plenty of water to irrigate all of the deserts 
in the world. 
 A. would consist/ could be B. consisted/ were                          
 C. consisted/ would be        D. consist/ will be 
 32. " What a beautiful dress you are wearing!" - " Thank you. It............especially for me by a French tailor." 
 A. made        B. has made     C. is made      D. was made 
 33. That sounds like a good offer. I.................it if I................you. 
 A. had accepted/ were  B. accepted/ were 
 C. would accept/ were  D. will accept/ am                     
 34. If I ................ wings,................ take an airplane to fly home. 
 A. have/ will have to  B. had/ wouldn't have to         
 C. had/ didn't have to  D. have/ won't have to       
 35. Sperm whales and sharks are carnivores. 
 A. fish that aren't born from eggs B. animals that only eat plants 
 C. animals that eat meat  D. animals that live in the sea  
 36. "This schoolchild speaks English very fluently," the foreigner remarked. 
 A. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild has spoken English very fluently.  
 B. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild spoke English very fluently.  
 C. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild speaks English very fluently.  
 D. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild had spoken English very fluently.  
 37.  About 120 people ............. with the virus of bird flu since it..................in Asia in 2003. 
 A. have infected/ spread  B. have been infected/ was spread 
 C. have been infected/ spread D. were infected/ has spread 
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38.  'I'm taking my driving test tomorrow.'   -> When I saw Rachel, she said................ 
 A. she was taking her driving test the next day. B. she was taking the driving test tomorrow. 
 C. I was taking my driving test tomorrow. D. she is taking her driving test the following day. 
  
39. I don't know enough about the machine, so I can't mend it myself. 
 A. If I knew enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 B. If I knew enough about the machine, I can mend it myself. 
 C. If I know enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 D. If I didn't know enough about the machine, I wouldn't mend it myself. 
 40. He would never do anything to _______ the lives of his children. 
 A. danger B. endanger C. dangerous D. endangered 
 41. My mother and I are really looking forward .................. you again. 
 A. to see B. to seeing C. if we can see D. seeing 
 42. Their attempt to climb the Eiger ended in............. . 
 A. failure B. fail C. failing D. unfailing 
 43. If it ................... very hard, the streets will be flooded. 
 A. rains B. would rain C. will rain  D. is raining  
 
 44. I worry about the............ effect that violent films may have on children. 
 A. destroy B. destruction C. destroyer D. destructive  
 45. If we........... a more reliable car, we............... to Spain rather than fly. 
 A. have/ would drive B. had/ would drive C. have/ will drive D. had/ will drive 
 
  Choose the correct answer to each question from 46 to 50 

 Last week I made the mistake of visiting the village where I grew up. It was a small, friendly community with 
two farms and a number of old cottages round the village. I realized very quickly that although in many ways it 
appears unchanged, in reality hardly anything is the same. All the pretty cottages are there, of course, and both 
the picturesque farmhouses. But none of the inhabitants are country people. All of them are commuters, who 
leave early every morning for the nearby town. Neither of the farmhouses is attached to a farm these days; the 
land has been sold and is managed by somebody in an office somewhere who has little interest in the village 
itself. There are a few new houses, but they have no local character; you can see the same style anywhere in 
the country. The whole of the village, in fact, has been tidied up so much that it has become nothing more than 
just another suburb. 
 46. The writer......... . 
 A. likes living in a farmhouse. B.  came back from the village.  
 C. grew up in a small rural community. D. used to live in a cottage. 
 47. When he revisited his village, he quickly realized that......... 
 A. the village changed a lot in appearance. 
 B. everything has almost changed. 
 C. the residents of the village are all commuters. 
 D. all the pretty cottages as well as the farmhouses have been rebuilt. 
 48. According to the writer,............ 
 A. all the new houses are the same style. B. the village has become nothing but a suburb. 
 C. the village now has no local character. D. the village is more tidy than it used to. 
 49. Neither of the farmhouses............. . 
 A. has a connection with a farm. B. is attached to the farmers. 
 C. has been sold.  D. is managed by the commuters. 
 50. Which of the following is not mentioned in the passage? 
 A. The writer has visited the village several times before. 
 B. The writer revisited his village last week. 
 C. The village nowadays has become another suburb. 
 D. The village has undergone significant chang 
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 TRUNG GIA HIGH SCHOOL                      ENGLISH TEST (No 3) - GRADE 10        
     School year: 2017- 2018                                 Time allowance: 45 minutes 
 
Name:.......................................Student's code.......... 
                           
  Choose the word or phrase that best completes each unfinished sentence, substitutes the underlined 
part or has a close meaning to the original one. 
 1. Human infants have a gestation period of nine months. 
 A. the time of eating food    
 B. the time of growing up 
 C. the time when a stomach digests food                         
 D. the time during which a human baby develops inside its mother   
 2. If I were you, I.......... , I............. now. 
 A. will not wait/ would go  B. will not wait/ will go  
 C. would not wait/ would go D. would not wait/ will go 
 3. I............... to give you a lift if I had my car here. 
 A. shall offer B. would offer C. won't offer D. will offer 
 4. Sperm whales and sharks are carnivores. 
 A. animals that eat meat  B. fish that aren't born from eggs  
 C. animals that only eat plants D. animals that live in the sea  
 5. 'Here's my phone' number.'  -  'Thanks, I ................you a call if I .............. some help.' 
 A. give/ need B. will give/ need C. will give/ will need D. would give/ needed  
 6.  About 120 people ............. with the virus of bird flu since it..................in Asia in 2003. 
 A. have infected/ spread  B. have been infected/ spread 
 C. were infected/ has spread D. have been infected/ was spread 
 7. Their attempt to climb the Eiger ended in............. . 
 A. failing B. fail C. unfailing D. failure 
 8.  In some areas, water ……….. from the ground faster than nature can replenish the supply. 
 A. is being taken B. is taking C. has taken D. has been taking   
 9. Last night a tornado swept through Rockville. It ………. everything in its path. 
 A. was destroy B. destroyed C. was being destroyed  D. had been destroyed 
 10. They've just finished their work. 
 A. Their work has just  finished. B. Their work have just been finished. 
 C. Their work has just been finished. D. Their work have been just finished. 
 11. "This schoolchild speaks English very fluently," the foreigner remarked. 
 A. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild has spoken English very fluently.  
 B. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild speaks English very fluently.  
 C. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild spoke English very fluently.  
 D. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild had spoken English very fluently.  
 12.  Sea water is salty. If the oceans.........of fresh water, there .......... plenty of water to irrigate all of the deserts 

in the world. 
 A. consisted/ were                          B. consisted/ would be        
 C. consist/ will be  D. would consist/ could be  
 13. I don't know enough about the machine, so I can't mend it myself. 
 A. If I didn't know enough about the machine, I wouldn't mend it myself. 
 B. If I know enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 C. If I knew enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 D. If I knew enough about the machine, I can mend it myself. 
 14. She ............her holiday in Finland. 
 A. said me about B. told about C. told me about D. said about 
 15. If you...............  from London to Glasgow, which way would you go? 
 A. are driving B. drive C. can drive D. drove 
 16. We'll be late unless we .................now. 
 A. don't leave B. left C. leave D. have left 
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 17. 'Has the committee made its decision yet?' -  'Not yet. They ………. the proposal.' 
 A. are still being  considered     B. are still considering       
 C. have been considered  D. are still considered  
 18. Mr. Thanh said, "I want to buy a new shirt for my daughter." 
 A. Mr. Thanh said that he wants to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 B. Mr. Thanh told that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 C. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 D. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for my daughter. 
 19. They tried to find a way of bettering their lives. 
 A. improving B. achieving C. moving D. changing  
 20. If we........... a more reliable car, we............... to Spain rather than fly. 
 A. had/ would drive B. had/ will drive C. have/ would drive D. have/ will drive 
 21. The floor was covered in tiny pieces of paper. 
 A. many B. extremely small C. very large D. unimportant 
 22. That sounds like a good offer. I.................it if I................you. 
 A. had accepted/ were  B. will accept/ am                     
 C. would accept/ were  D. accepted/ were 
 23. My mother and I are really looking forward .................. you again. 
 A. seeing B. to seeing C. to see D. if we can see 
 24. If I ................ wings,................ take an airplane to fly home. 
 A. have/ will have to  B. had/ wouldn't have to          
 C. have/ won't have to       D. had/ didn't have to 
 25. If it ................... very hard, the streets will be flooded. 
 A. is raining B. will rain C. rains D. would rain 
 26.  'I'm taking my driving test tomorrow.'   -> When I saw Rachel, she said................ 
 A. I was taking my driving test tomorrow. B. she is taking her driving test the following day. 
 C. she was taking her driving test the next day. D. she was taking the driving test tomorrow. 
 27. Get me a glass of lemonade if you............to the kitchen. 
 A. will go B. went C. have gone D. go 
 28. He would never do anything to _______ the lives of his children.  
 A. endanger B. dangerous C. danger D. endangered 
 29. I worry about the............ effect that violent films may have on children. 
 A. destruction B. destroy C. destructive  D. destroyer 
 30. Some marine animals are dangerous to humans. 
 A. living in the house  B. living in the forest   
 C. living in the ocean  D. living in the mountain    
 31. This technology is useless if you ................. to operate it. 
 A. haven't trained  B. don't train C. aren't trained D. won't train 
 32. " What a beautiful dress you are wearing!" - " Thank you. It............especially for me by a French tailor." 
 A. made        B. has made     C. is made      D. was made 
 
 Identify the one underlined word or phrase that must be changed for the sentence to be correct 
 33. If I have to fly, I would get very nervous, so I usually drive. 

 A                 B           C                                                   D 
 34.  An announcement about the eight o'clock flight to Chicago has already made.  
 A                                 B                     C                                                   D 
 35. Were your lesson being learnt at 7 p.m the previous Sunday? 
      A                             B                    C                      D 
 36. Unless we work harder, we will finish our homework on time. 
              A               B         C                D 

  Choose the one option that best completes the passage from 37 to 41 

 The world is divided (37)_______ two main parts: one part is poor and the (38)_______ is rich. The poor 
countries (39)_______ 'the developing countries'. The big problem that they have to meet is lack of food and 
medical care. A lot of people do not have (40)_______ food to eat and medicine to cure illnesses. In some parts,  
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children are even starving. The land of those countries is (41)_______ cultivate anything on. They do not know 
how to apply new farming methods as well as inventions and discoveries of science and technology. Moreover, 
they do not have enough money to do it. They certainly need help  from rich countries. 
 37.  A. in B. to C.  into D. from 
 38.  A. one B. other C. another D. others 
 39.  A. are called B. called C. call D. have called 
 40.  A. too B. many C. very D. enough 
 41.  A. enough poor to  B. poor enough to C. too poor to D. so poor as to 
 
 Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others 
 42.  A. damage B. pollute C. defence  D. erode 
 43.  A. understand B. mystery C. submarine D. overcome  

 
Choose the correct answer to each question from 44 to 48 

Last week I made the mistake of visiting the village where I grew up. It was a small, friendly community with two 
farms and a number of old cottages round the village. I realized very quickly that although in many ways it 
appears unchanged, in reality hardly anything is the same. All the pretty cottages are there, of course, and both 
the picturesque farmhouses. But none of the inhabitants are country people. All of them are commuters, who 
leave early every morning for the nearby town. Neither of the farmhouses is attached to a farm these days; the 
land has been sold and is managed by somebody in an office somewhere who has little interest in the village 
itself. There are a few new houses, but they have no local character; you can see the same style anywhere in 
the country. The whole of the village, in fact, has been tidied up so much that it has become nothing more than 
just another suburb. 
 44. Which of the following is not mentioned in the passage? 
 A. The village has undergone significant changes. 
 B. The village nowadays has become another suburb. 
 C. The writer revisited his village last week. 
 D. The writer has visited the village several times before. 
 45. According to the writer,............ 
 A. the village is more tidy than it used to. B. the village has become nothing but a suburb. 
 C. the village now has no local character. D. all the new houses are the same style. 
 46. The writer......... . 
 A. likes living in a farmhouse. B.  came back from the village.  
 C. grew up in a small rural community. D. used to live in a cottage. 
 47. Neither of the farmhouses............. . 
 A. has a connection with a farm. B. is managed by the commuters. 
 C. has been sold.  D. is attached to the farmers. 
 48. When he revisited his village, he quickly realized that......... 
 A. all the pretty cottages as well as the farmhouses have been rebuilt. 
 B. everything has almost changed. 
 C. the residents of the village are all commuters. 
 D. the village changed a lot in appearance. 
 
 Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others 
 49.  A. paper B. possible C. psychology  D. potato      
 50.  A. wear B. share C. where D. fear 
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TRUNG GIA HIGH SCHOOL                      ENGLISH TEST (No 3) - GRADE 10        
     School year: 2017- 2018                                 Time allowance: 45 minutes 
 
Name:.......................................Student's code.......... 
                           
  Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others 
 1.  A. possible B. paper    C. potato D. psychology  
 2.  A. wear B. share    C. fear D. where 

 

  Choose the one option that best completes the passage from 3 to 7 

 The world is divided (3)_______ two main parts: one part is poor and the (4)_______ is rich. The poor countries 
(5)_______ 'the developing countries'. The big problem that they have to meet is lack of food and medical care. 
A lot of people do not have (6)_______ food to eat and medicine to cure illnesses. In some parts, children are 
even starving. The land of those countries is (7)_______ cultivate anything on. They do not know how to apply 
new farming methods as well as inventions and discoveries of science and technology. Moreover, they do not 
have enough money to do it. They certainly need help  from rich countries. 
 3.  A. from B. to C.  into D. in 
 4.  A. others B. other C. another D. one 
 5.  A. call B. called C. have called D. are called 
 6.  A. too B. very C. many D. enough 
 7.  A. so poor as to B. poor enough to C. enough poor to  D. too poor to 

 
 Identify the one underlined word or phrase that must be changed for the sentence to be correct 
 8. Were your lesson being learnt at 7 p.m the previous Sunday? 

      A                             B                  C                      D 
 9. Unless we work harder, we will finish our homework on time. 

            A              B                  C                    D 
 10.  An announcement about the eight o'clock flight to Chicago has already made.  

 A                                 B                     C                                                   D 
 11. If I have to fly, I would get very nervous, so I usually drive. 
 A                B            C                                                   D 
 
 Choose the word or phrase that best completes each unfinished sentence, substitutes the underlined 
part or has a close meaning to the original one. 
 12.  In some areas, water ……….. from the ground faster than nature can replenish the supply. 
 A. has been taking  B. is taking C. has taken D. is being taken  
 13. 'Has the committee made its decision yet?' -  'Not yet. They ………. the proposal.' 
 A. have been considered  B. are still being  considered     
 C. are still considered  D. are still considering       
 14. Their attempt to climb the Eiger ended in............. . 
 A. failure B. failing C. unfailing D. fail 
 15. This technology is useless if you ................. to operate it. 
 A. don't train B. won't train C. haven't trained  D. aren't trained 
 16.  About 120 people ............. with the virus of bird flu since it..................in Asia in 2003. 
 A. have been infected/ was spread B. have been infected/ spread 
 C. have infected/ spread  D. were infected/ has spread 
 17. The floor was covered in tiny pieces of paper. 
 A. extremely small B. very large C. unimportant D. many  
 18. "This schoolchild speaks English very fluently," the foreigner remarked. 
 A. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild spoke English very fluently.  
 B. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild speaks English very fluently.  
 C. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild has spoken English very fluently.  
 D. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild had spoken English very fluently.  
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 19. Get me a glass of lemonade if you............to the kitchen. 
 A. went B. go C. have gone D. will go  
 20. If you...............  from London to Glasgow, which way would you go? 
 A. drive B. drove C. are driving D. can drive 
21. He would never do anything to _______ the lives of his children.  
 A. danger B. dangerous C. endangered D. endanger  
22. I............... to give you a lift if I had my car here. 
 A. would offer B. will offer C. shall offer D. won't offer 
 23. I don't know enough about the machine, so I can't mend it myself. 
 A. If I didn't know enough about the machine, I wouldn't mend it myself. 
 B. If I know enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 C. If I knew enough about the machine, I can mend it myself. 
 D. If I knew enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 24. If I were you, I.......... , I............. now. 
 A. would not wait/ will go  B. will not wait/ will go  
 C. would not wait/ would go D. will not wait/ would go 
 25. That sounds like a good offer. I.................it if I................you. 
 A. will accept/ am                     B. accepted/  were 
 C. would accept/ were  D. had accepted/ were  
 26.  Sea water is salty. If the oceans.........of fresh water, there .......... plenty of water to irrigate all of the deserts 
in the world. 
 A. would consist/ could be B. consisted/ were                          
 C. consist/ will be  D. consisted/ would be        
 27. We'll be late unless we .................now. 
 A. don't leave B. leave C. left D. have left 
 28. They tried to find a way of bettering their lives. 
 A. moving B. achieving C. changing D. improving 
 29. Human infants have a gestation period of nine months. 
 A. the time during which a human baby develops inside its mother   
 B. the time of eating food    
 C. the time of growing up 
 D. the time when a stomach digests food                         
 30. " What a beautiful dress you are wearing!" - " Thank you. It............especially for me by a French tailor." 
 A. made        B. was made C. has made     D. is made      
 31. They've just finished their work. 
 A. Their work have been just finished. B. Their work has just  finished. 
 C. Their work has just been finished. D. Their work have just been finished. 
 32.  'I'm taking my driving test tomorrow.'   -> When I saw Rachel, she said................ 
 A. she is taking her driving test the following day. B. she was taking the driving test tomorrow. 
 C. I was taking my driving test tomorrow. D. she was taking her driving test the next day. 
 33. If we........... a more reliable car, we............... to Spain rather than fly. 
 A. had/ will drive B. have/ will drive C. had/ would drive D. have/ would drive 
 34. I worry about the............ effect that violent films may have on children. 
 A. destroyer B. destroy C. destructive  D. destruction 
 35. If I ................ wings,................ take an airplane to fly home. 
 A. had/ wouldn't have to         B. had/ didn't have to 
 C. have/ will have to  D. have/ won't have to       
 36. Sperm whales and sharks are carnivores. 
 A. animals that live in the sea B. fish that aren't born from eggs  
 C. animals that eat meat  D. animals that only eat plants 
 37. Some marine animals are dangerous to humans. 
 A. living in the house  B. living in the mountain    
 C. living in the ocean  D. living in the forest   
 38. If it ................... very hard, the streets will be flooded. 
 A. would rain B. rains C. is raining D. will rain  
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39. My mother and I are really looking forward .................. you again. 
 A. to seeing B. if we can see C. seeing D. to see  
 40. She ............her holiday in Finland. 
 A. said about B. said me about C. told me about D. told about 
  
41. 'Here's my phone' number.'  -  'Thanks, I ................you a call if I .............. some help.' 
 A. would give/ needed  B. will give/ need C. will give/ will need D. give/ need   
 42. Last night a tornado swept through Rockville. It ………. everything in its path. 
 A. was destroy B. destroyed C. had been destroyed D. was being destroyed  
 43. Mr. Thanh said, "I want to buy a new shirt for my daughter." 
 A. Mr. Thanh said that he wants to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 B. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for my daughter. 
 C. Mr. Thanh told that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 D. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 

 
 Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others 
 44.  A. understand B. submarine C. overcome D. mystery  
 45.  A. damage B. pollute C. erode D. defence  
 

 Choose the correct answer to each question from 46 to 50 
 Last week I made the mistake of visiting the village where I grew up. It was a small, friendly community with 
two farms and a number of old cottages round the village. I realized very quickly that although in many ways it 
appears unchanged, in reality hardly anything is the same. All the pretty cottages are there, of course, and both 
the picturesque farmhouses. But none of the inhabitants are country people. All of them are commuters, who 
leave early every morning for the nearby town. Neither of the farmhouses is attached to a farm these days; the 
land has been sold and is managed by somebody in an office somewhere who has little interest in the village 
itself. There are a few new houses, but they have no local character; you can see the same style anywhere in 
the country. The whole of the village, in fact, has been tidied up so much that it has become nothing more than 
just another suburb. 
 46. Neither of the farmhouses............. . 
 A. has been sold.  B. is managed by the commuters. 
 C. has a connection with a farm. D. is attached to the farmers. 
 47. The writer......... . 
 A. likes living in a farmhouse. B. grew up in a small rural community. 
 C. used to live in a cottage. D.  came back from the village.  
 48. Which of the following is not mentioned in the passage? 
 A. The village nowadays has become another suburb. 
 B. The village has undergone significant changes. 
 C. The writer has visited the village several times before. 
 D. The writer revisited his village last week. 
 49. When he revisited his village, he quickly realized that......... 
 A. the residents of the village are all commuters. 
 B. everything has almost changed. 
 C. all the pretty cottages as well as the farmhouses have been rebuilt. 
 D. the village changed a lot in appearance. 
 50. According to the writer,............ 
 A. the village is more tidy than it used to. B. all the new houses are the same style. 
 C. the village has become nothing but a suburb. D. the village now has no local character. 
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Name:.......................................Student's code.......... 
                           
   
Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others 
 1.  A. where B. wear C. fear D. share     
 2.  A. psychology  B. potato C. paper D. possible 

  Choose the one option that best completes the passage from 3 to 7 

  The world is divided (3)_______ two main parts: one part is poor and the (4)_______ is rich. The poor 
countries (5)_______ 'the developing countries'. The big problem that they have to meet is lack of food and 
medical care. A lot of people do not have (6)_______ food to eat and medicine to cure illnesses. In some parts, 
children are even starving. The land of those countries is (7)_______ cultivate anything on. They do not know 
how to apply new farming methods as well as inventions and discoveries of science and technology. Moreover, 
they do not have enough money to do it. They certainly need help  from rich countries. 
 3.  A. to B. in C. from D.  into 
 4.  A. another B. one C. others D. other 
 5.  A. have called B. are called C. call D. called 
 6.  A. very B. enough C. too D. many 
 7.  A. enough poor to  B. poor enough to C. too poor to D. so poor as to 

 
Choose the correct answer to each question from 8 to 12 

 Last week I made the mistake of visiting the village where I grew up. It was a small, friendly community with 
two farms and a number of old cottages round the village. I realized very quickly that although in many ways it 
appears unchanged, in reality hardly anything is the same. All the pretty cottages are there, of course, and both 
the picturesque farmhouses. But none of the inhabitants are country people. All of them are commuters, who 
leave early every morning for the nearby town. Neither of the farmhouses is attached to a farm these days; the 
land has been sold and is managed by somebody in an office somewhere who has little interest in the village 
itself. There are a few new houses, but they have no local character; you can see the same style anywhere in 
the country. The whole of the village, in fact, has been tidied up so much that it has become nothing more than 
just another suburb. 
 8. According to the writer,............ 
 A. all the new houses are the same style. B. the village is more tidy than it used to. 
 C. the village has become nothing but a suburb. D. the village now has no local character. 
 9. Neither of the farmhouses............. . 
 A. has been sold.  B. is managed by the commuters. 
 C. is attached to the farmers. D. has a connection with a farm. 
 10. When he revisited his village, he quickly realized that......... 
 A. everything has almost changed. 
 B. the residents of the village are all commuters. 
 C. all the pretty cottages as well as the farmhouses have been rebuilt. 
 D. the village changed a lot in appearance. 
 11. Which of the following is not mentioned in the passage? 
 A. The writer revisited his village last week. 
 B. The village nowadays has become another suburb. 
 C. The village has undergone significant changes. 
 D. The writer has visited the village several times before. 
 12. The writer......... . 
 A.  came back from the village.  B. used to live in a cottage. 
 C. grew up in a small rural community. D. likes living in a farmhouse. 
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Identify the one underlined word or phrase that must be changed for the sentence to be correct 
 13. If I have to fly, I would get very nervous, so I usually drive. 

 A                 B         C                                                   D 
 
 14. Unless we work harder, we will finish our homework on time. 
              A               B        C                  D 
  
15. Were your lesson being learnt at 7 p.m the previous Sunday? 
          A                             B                  C                      D 
 
 16.  An announcement about the eight o'clock flight to Chicago has already made.  
   A                                 B                     C                                               D 
 
 Choose the word or phrase that best completes each unfinished sentence, substitutes the underlined 
part or has a close meaning to the original one. 
 17. They tried to find a way of bettering their lives. 
 A. moving B. achieving C. changing D. improving 
 18. I............... to give you a lift if I had my car here. 
 A. won't offer B. shall offer C. would offer D. will offer 
 19. Last night a tornado swept through Rockville. It ………. everything in its path. 
 A. had been destroyed B. destroyed C. was being destroyed  D. was destroy 
 20. I worry about the............ effect that violent films may have on children. 
 A. destroy B. destroyer C. destruction D. destructive  
 21. That sounds like a good offer. I.................it if I................you. 
 A. had accepted/ were  B. will accept/ am                     
 C. accepted/ were  D. would accept/ were 
 22.  In some areas, water ……….. from the ground faster than nature can replenish the supply. 
 A. is being taken B. is taking C. has been taking  D. has taken 
 23. "This schoolchild speaks English very fluently," the foreigner remarked. 
 A. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild had spoken English very fluently.  
 B. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild spoke English very fluently.  
 C. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild has spoken English very fluently.  
 D. The foreigner remarked that schoolchild speaks English very fluently.  
 24. The floor was covered in tiny pieces of paper. 
 A. extremely small B. many C. very large D. unimportant 
 25. If we........... a more reliable car, we............... to Spain rather than fly. 
 A. had/ will drive B. have/ would drive C. have/ will drive D. had/ would drive 
 26. He would never do anything to _______ the lives of his children. 
 A. dangerous B. endangered C. endanger D. danger  
 27.  About 120 people ............. with the virus of bird flu since it..................in Asia in 2003. 
 A. have infected/ spread  B. have been infected/ was spread 
 C. were infected/ has spread D. have been infected/ spread 
 28. Their attempt to climb the Eiger ended in............. . 
 A. failure B. failing C. fail D. unfailing 
 29. This technology is useless if you ................. to operate it. 
 A. won't train B. haven't trained  C. don't train D. aren't trained 
 30. She ............her holiday in Finland. 
 A. said me about B. told about C. told me about D. said about 
 31. 'Here's my phone' number.'  -  'Thanks, I ................you a call if I .............. some help.' 
 A. give/ need B. will give/ will need C. will give/ need D. would give/ needed  
 32. If I were you, I.......... , I............. now. 
 A. would not wait/ will go  B. will not wait/ would go  
 C. would not wait/ would go  D. will not wait/ will go 
 33.  Sea water is salty. If the oceans.........of fresh water, there .......... plenty of water to irrigate all of the deserts 
in the world. 
 A. would consist/ could be B. consisted/ would be        
 C. consist/ will be  D. consisted/ were                          
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 34. My mother and I are really looking forward .................. you again. 
 A. to see B. seeing C. if we can see D. to seeing 
35. If I ................ wings,................ take an airplane to fly home. 
 A. have/ will have to  B. had/ wouldn't have to         
 C. have/ won't have to       D. had/ didn't have to 
 36. We'll be late unless we .................now. 
 A. have left B. leave C. don't leave D. left  
 37. 'Has the committee made its decision yet?' -  'Not yet. They ………. the proposal.' 
 A. have been considered  B. are still being  considered     
 C. are still considered   D. are still considering       
 38. " What a beautiful dress you are wearing!" - " Thank you. It............especially for me by a French tailor." 
 A. is made      B. made        C. was made D. has made     
 39.  'I'm taking my driving test tomorrow.'   -> When I saw Rachel, she said................ 
 A. she was taking the driving test tomorrow. B. she is taking her driving test the following day. 
 C. she was taking her driving test the next day. D. I was taking my driving test tomorrow. 
 40. I don't know enough about the machine, so I can't mend it myself. 
 A. If I know enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 B. If I knew enough about the machine, I could mend it myself. 
 C. If I knew enough about the machine, I can mend it myself. 
 D. If I didn't know enough about the machine, I wouldn't mend it myself. 
 41. Mr. Thanh said, "I want to buy a new shirt for my daughter." 
 A. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for my daughter. 
 B. Mr. Thanh said that he wants to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 C. Mr. Thanh said that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 D. Mr. Thanh told that he wanted to buy a new shirt for his daughter. 
 42. Human infants have a gestation period of nine months. 
 A. the time of eating food    
 B. the time when a stomach digests food                         
 C. the time of growing up 
 D. the time during which a human baby develops inside its mother   
 43. If it ................... very hard, the streets will be flooded. 
 A. will rain B. rains C. would rain D. is raining  
 44. They've just finished their work. 
 A. Their work has just been finished. B. Their work has just  finished. 
 C. Their work have just been finished. D. Their work have been just finished. 
 45. Sperm whales and sharks are carnivores. 
 A. animals that live in the sea B. fish that aren't born from eggs  
 C. animals that only eat plants D. animals that eat meat 
 46. Get me a glass of lemonade if you............to the kitchen. 
 A. went B. go C. have gone D. will go  
 47. If you...............  from London to Glasgow, which way would you go? 
 A. drive B. drove C. can drive D. are driving 
 48. Some marine animals are dangerous to humans. 
 A. living in the forest  B. living in the ocean 
 C. living in the mountain     D. living in the house 
 
 Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others 
 49.  A. submarine B. understand C. mystery D. overcome  
 50.  A. erode B. damage C. defence  D. pollute 


